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Karachi is the world’s fourth-largest polluted city. Two reasons why 
The economy and geography of Karachi make the city the fourth-largest air polluted city 

 

Ankit Singh 

 
Image Source: Dawn 

 

On 28 February, Business Recorder 

published a news report on air polluted cities 

of Pakistan. It placed Karachi as the most 

polluted Pakistan city and the fourth largest 

polluted globally. The news report tries to 

explain excessive high levels of particulate 

matter in Karachi. According to the WHO, 

air pollution is one of the main hazards to 

the environment and human health. It causes 

heart ailments, strokes, chronic obstructive 

pulmonary diseases, cancer and pneumonia. 

Seven million people die globally each year 

due to ambient and household air pollution 

exposure. 

 

Air quality is a major concern in the main 

urban cities of Pakistan. The symptom is 

exaggerated in cities situated in the Indus 

basin as they are densely populated cities in 

plains of the basin with almost no air 

gradient. There are many reasons behind the 

air pollution in Karachi, considered the 

backbone of the economy of Pakistan. 

Two primary reasons can explain Karachi’s 

pollution problem 

 

The economy and geography of Karachi 

Karachi is one of the fastest-growing cities 

in the world; it contributes 25 per cent to the 

national income of Pakistan. According to 

Akbar Zaidi, it contributes around a third of 

the total revenue generated in Pakistan. The 

rapid urbanization has attracted migrants,, 

which causes larger consumption patterns 

and disproportionate attention on waste 

disposal policies, further increasing the 

sources of particulate matter. According to a 

research paper by Omer and Abid, plastic 

production is proportionate towards altering 

demographic trends. In the year 2009 in 

Pakistan, 5.92 million individuals moved 

within the country, of which 87.6% opted 

for urbanization. Intensive construction 

activities of residential and industrial 

projects around the larger metropolitan area 

of Karachi also generate a huge number of 

particulate matters in the air. 

 

Karachi is settled on the foothills of the 

larger Kirthar Range; the range encompasses 

the city in its north and north-west and 

blocks the wind flow from the city to the 

country's landmass. This bowl-like situation 

of the city traps the incoming wind from the 

sea, intensifying the concentration of 

particulate matters like PM2.5, PM10 and 

NO2 within the city. This is not the case 

with Karachi only; if one looks at the picture 

of the focus note, one can observe that the 

Himalayas and Sulaiman ranges enable the 

trapping of wind and particulate matters in 

it. The situation worsens in winters when the 

air becomes heavier, and hence one can 

make sense of the red belt along the riverine 

plains of Indus and Ganga. On top of that, 

mangroves forests in Karachi are under 

extreme pressure due to illegal logging, 

irrigation and untreated industrial waste. 

Mangrove forests in Karachi help in 

absorbing carbon dioxide and making clean 

air. 

 

Linear Economy versus circular economy 

The case of urban centres in emerging 
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economies is similar across third world 

countries. According to IQAir, 11 out of the 

top 20 cities in air quality are in developing 

regions of Asia and South East Asia. The 

developing economies, due to rapid and 

unregulated economic expansion and less 

inclination to invest in cleaner sources of 

energy which are still kept secretly in 

intellectual properties of the developed 

world. A large chunk of economies follow 

the linear approach of industrial 

development, which lacks the important 

method of discarding the industrial and 

urban waste. 

 

On the other hand, circular economy focuses 

on adaptive practices that use a proactive 

approach in product design and product 

reuse rather than a reactive approach to 

demand and consumption. The research by 

Omer and Abid frames the linear approach 

used in plastic production in the country and 

adds that only 50 per cent of the plastic 

waste is left unattended in the country. 

Karachi cleans only 84 million gallons out 

of 540 million gallons of sewage 

wastewater. Therefore, the report makes a 

case for air pollution in Karachi in its waste 

material management and rapid urbanization 

have added to the problem of air pollution in 

Karachi. However, it is to be noted similar 

linear method of economic development is 

preferred in developing economies to offset 

the capital and technological disadvantage. 

The agenda of development will remain a 

dilemma for the rest of the decades of the 

century for not just Karachi but all major 

urban centres of developing nations. 
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Aurat March 2022: Big Dreams, Small Steps 
The fifth annual March prioritized equal wages, security and peace; however, these demands 

must be sustained, to achieve gender equality 

 

Sneha M 

Image Source: Dawn 

The Global Gender Gap Report 2021 ranked 

Pakistan 153rd out of 156 countries on the 

index. Such a ranking is understood through 

the risks women suffer from social, 

religious, and traditional customs daily. One 

of the very prevalent forms of violence 

against women is "honor killing" within 

Pakistan. The most common motive 

appeared to be retribution or punishment for 

illicit relationships and ignoble marriage 

choice. 

https://tribune.com.pk/story/2345600/karachi-worlds-fourth-largest-polluted-city-report
https://tribune.com.pk/story/2345600/karachi-worlds-fourth-largest-polluted-city-report
https://www.iqair.com/pakistan
https://www.dawn.com/news/1653624
https://www.dawn.com/news/1653624
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/46538-002-efa.pdf
https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/linked-documents/46538-002-efa.pdf
https://www.dawn.com/news/1513650/urbanisation-pollution-wiping-out-karachis-wildlife
https://www.dawn.com/news/1513650/urbanisation-pollution-wiping-out-karachis-wildlife
https://content.iospress.com/articles/asian-journal-of-water-environment-and-pollution/ajw170018
https://content.iospress.com/articles/asian-journal-of-water-environment-and-pollution/ajw170018
https://content.iospress.com/articles/asian-journal-of-water-environment-and-pollution/ajw170018
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The above-mentioned crimes against 

women, including others, are a depiction of 

what Aurat March seeks to achieve and end 

oppression against women and other gender 

minorities. A failure of the justice system, 

especially those pertaining to vulnerable and 

minorities of the population was the 

highlight of this year’s annual March. It 

addressed varied concerns such as 

transgender issues, forced disappearances, 

environmental justice, etc. The theme 

chosen for this year was “Reimagining 

Justice” or “Asal Insaaf”, which is the need 

of the hour to protect women and gender 

minorities. 

 

Aurat March 2022: Processions and 

Demands 

The annual procession, which marks 

International Women’s Day brings people 

from all walks of life together. They 

marched in major cities across Pakistan, 

including Karachi, Lahore, and Islamabad, 

demanding equal rights and freedom for 

women, as well as a halt to oppression. 

Regardless, the risk of things going wrong 

was apparent this year, given JUI-F 

hardliner’s vows to reject the yearly protest 

with force and the country's religious affairs 

minister's insistence on a ban on the March. 

 

Nevertheless, very quickly, the fear gave 

way to enthusiasm, which manifested itself 

in shouts of freedom and resistance, joy in 

celebrating what it means to be a woman, 

and, most significantly, the strength and 

solidarity found in numbers, no matter how 

small they were. 

 

In Multan, Lahore, and Karachi, the March 

comprises three main chapters. 

Each Aurat March chapter has its manifesto, 

with the Karachi chapter concentrating on 

wages, security, and peace, Lahore on 

rethinking justice, Multan on reimagining 

education, and Islamabad on justice, 

security, and independence. The three main 

demands of the Karachi chapter are: 

providing a living wage based on access to 

safe housing, quality education, and 

affordable health for workers and their 

families; providing social protection and 

security for all women and the transgender 

community through monthly stipends; and 

emphasizing child welfare by ending child 

labor, human trafficking, and bonded labor. 

 

Meanwhile, the Lahore chapter developed 

its manifesto after conducting thorough 

research and holding talks with key 

stakeholders, including families affected by 

enforced disappearances, domestic workers, 

sexual abuse survivors, and religious 

minorities. It calls for more comprehensive 

changes that aim to restructure society, give 

psychosocial support to victims of assault, 

and rehabilitate perpetrators. In addition, the 

Lahore chapter pushes for structural reforms 

to prevent patriarchal violence rather than 

short-term fixes like capital penalty and 

chemical castration. 

 

As cited by the Express Tribune, a 

participant of the March claimed “Pakistan 

is for everyone, not only for men,” in that 

case why is there widespread criticism and 

hatred towards the rally? The pushback to 

the rally is not only by another half of the 

population; men but also from women who 

perceive the demonstration to be an elite 

activity. Therefore, at this juncture 

answering two questions are important; Is 

Aurat March un-Islamic? and Is Aurat 

March an elite annual activity? 

 

Women endure difficulties all throughout 

the world. The Muslim world is a one-of-a-

kind example in which religion plays a 

significant role in mainstream society. The 

opposition to the Aurat March is primarily 

religious. There are Islamic historical texts 

and other records dating back from the days 

of Muhammad which suggest that Islamic 

has encouraged active women participation 

with some reservations. The idea of gender-

based equality in Islamic traditions vary 

from regions and sects (Salafi, Sunni & 

Shiaites). The interpretations of religious 

texts and teachings by each sect can range 

from being extremely conservative like the 
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Iranian society to being completely relaxed 

like UAE. The degree of freedom and 

individuality enjoyed by women in Islamic 

society are non-identical and sometimes 

even contrasting. Thus, Aurat March cannot 

be smeared as Anti-Islamic, but the 

movement can be seen as a threat to the 

male dominant Islamic institutions and 

norms that is prevalent in Pakistan. To sum 

up, the true problem lies in the 

misperception of demanding equality by 

women in Pakistan is considered as being 

tantamount to a belief in supremacy over 

men. 

 

Is Aurat March an elite annual activity? 

The rally, for a long time, is perceived to be 

restricted a privileged section of men and 

women. But this is not true, simply because, 

the March since its inception in 2018 has 

seen a large turnout ever since. Many of 

them claim that the social media pictures 

didn’t represent their issues and problems. 

However, it is only the cream that gets 

portrayed to the world. On the ground 

experience of the Aurat March can only be a 

chilling moment, with extensive support to 

gender minorities in the country. An 

example of why the March is not an elite 

activity is depicted in the change of venue in 

Karachi. 

 

Sheema Kermani, organizer of the rally, 

reflected on the change of venue from Frere 

Hall, which was a symbol of protesters from 

the city's wealthier neighborhoods, to MA 

Jinnah Road was in an effort to make the 

protest more mainstream and accessible to 

all. She also said that the very fact that 

women belonging from different sections 

and generations is an achievement and a big 

step for the March. Overall, because Aurat 

March is the voice of every woman striving 

for justice, it has and will continue 

indefinitely. 

 

To conclude, the rally's high turnout and 

relative success are just for that moment in 

time, and it loses steam shortly. 

Ineffectiveness in sustaining the demands 

and a manifesto that covers a wide range of 

concerns rather than focusing on a single 

demand has not achieved any noticeable 

results in the country. The movement is 

indeed proved to be revolutionary, but it is 

important to remember to resolve the issues 

with pro-active legislations, implementation 

and judicial verdicts. 

 

Mohammed Ali Jinnah, once said: "No 

nation can rise to the height of glory unless 

women walk side by side with the men." It 

holds true for generations to come. 
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The no-confidence against Imran: Between the motion and the voting 
The Opposition has finally filed a no-confidence motion against Imran Khan. But, does it have 

enough numbers in the Parliament to carry the process? 

 

D Suba Chandran 

Image Source: Dawn 

 

Finally, on 8 March 2022, after months of 

contemplations and internal divisions, the 

Opposition in Pakistan, led by the Pakistan 

Democratic Movement (PDM), filed the no-

confidence motion against Prime Minister 

Imran Khan. The Opposition filed the 

motion at the Secretariat of the National 

Assembly, as required by the Constitution. 

  

A jubilant opposition, led by Shehbaz Sharif 

(President of the Pakistan Muslim League-

Nawaz), Asif Zardari (President of the 

Pakistan Peoples Party) and Maulana Fazlur 

Rehman (Leader of the Pakistan Democratic 

Movement) addressed the media after the 

above filing. 

  

From mid-2020 to March 2022: The road to 

no confidence 

Filing a no-confidence motion against Imran 

Khan is not a victory in itself, though the 

Opposition wants the rest of Pakistan to 

consider so. This is because of the time that 

the PDM took to file the motion against 

Imran Khan. Since mid-2020, when the 

PDM was formed, there were multiple 

discussions, strategies and heartbreaks for 

the opposition parties. 

  

Though Imran Khan is a common factor for 

the PPP, PML-N and JUI-F that form the 

core components of the PDM, there were 

great differences within. While Fazlur 

Rahman, the chief of the PDM, was in 

favour of resigning from the Parliament and 

provincial assemblies, the PPP was against 

the idea. Since the beginning, the PPP 

insisted on an "in-house change" meaning 

the removal of Imran Khan from being the 

prime minister and replacing with another. 

The JUI-F and the PML-N were willing to 

wreck the process by resigning from the 

assemblies and holding a long march from 

provincial capitals to Islamabad, thereby 

forcing Imran Khan to resign. 

  

Now, what has changed the above strategy? 

First, the PPP's insistence on an in-house 

change. The PPP has been consistent from 

the beginning. While the idea of resigning 

from the assemblies was agreeable to the 

JUI-F and PML-N, it was not for the PPP. 

Unlike the JUI-F and the PML-N, PPP is not 

just an opposition; it is a ruling party of 

Sindh and has the most to lose if it resigns 

from the assemblies. Second, within the 

PML-N, there was also a divide between the 

Sharif brothers; now, it is believed, that 

Nawaz Sharif is also agreeable to the idea of 

an in house change. 

  

Does the PDM have the numbers in the 

Parliament? 

This is the most important question. The 

Parliament has 342 members; to get the no-

confidence resolution passed, the PDM 

would need a minimum of 172 and have a 

simple majority. 

  

An earlier PR analysis looked into this 

question. The ruling coalition has 177 

members - PTI (156), MQM-P (7), 

Baluchistan Awami Party (5), PML-Q (5), 

https://pakistanreader.org/view_articles.php?url=%C2%A0To%20secure%20a%20no-confidence%20motion%20against%20Imran,%20it%20has%20to%20break%20the%20PTI%20partners,%20and%20ensure%20Establishment%E2%80%99s%20neutrality&recordNo=296
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and Grand Democratic Alliance (3). The 

PDM has only 162 – PML-N (84), PPP (56), 

MMA (15), BNP-M (4), ANP (1) and 

Independents (2). 

  

The above numbers reveal what the PTI has 

and the Opposition does not. The numbers 

are with the PTI. 

  

If that is the case, why would the PDM be 

bold enough to take the no-confidence 

motion? There could be three reasons. First, 

some members of the PTI coalition has 

promised the PDM to support a no-

confidence vote against the PTI. Who could 

that be? The MQM-P and the GDA have ten 

members; however, both parties are from 

Sindh and have a problem with the PPP in 

the province. Will the members of the 

MQM-P and GDA cross vote? 

  

Or, will it be the PML-Q from Punjab? The 

PDM leaders during the recent weeks have 

been meeting with the Chaudhry brothers of 

the PML-Q. Despite being part of the 

coalition, the Chaudhrys have a problem 

with Imran – over the chief minister of 

Punjab. The Chaudhrys would want to 

replace the Usman Buzdar, the PTI's present 

chief minister in Punjab. Imran has been 

against the idea. However, the PML-Q has 

only five members in Parliament. 

  

The second reason for the Opposition to be 

so confident is the debate over a divide 

within the PTI. There has been a discussion 

about the internal divisions within the party, 

even in the KP province. The party's poor 

showing during the recently concluded local 

elections in the province is cited as a reason 

to substantiate the angst within the party. 

According to media reports, the PDM is 

confident of getting a sizeable number of the 

PTI to break ranks and vote against Imran 

Khan. Is this true? 

  

Besides the KP factor, another big issue for 

Imran Khan has been the Jahangir Tareen 

faction within the PTI. Once a close friend 

of Imran Khan, Tareen has fallen out of 

Imran's inner circle. Tareen has linkages 

with other PTI leaders, including members 

of the assemblies at national and provincial 

levels. It is believed that the PDM is in 

touch with Tareen, and the latter would get a 

sizeable number from the PTI to support the 

motion against Imran. Early this week, 

another leader of the PTI and a friend of 

Imran – Aleem Khan was reported to have 

joined the Tareen group. Aleem was 

reported to have stated: "Many PTI workers 

are still looking for answers why the 

loyalists, including Jahangir Tareen, were 

pushed away…We would not have regretted 

being sidelined if the government was 

working in the right direction and offering 

relief to the masses." 

  

The third reason the PDM is buoyed is 

where the Establishment stands. The 

Opposition believes that the Establishment 

would remain neutral in the ongoing power 

struggle between the PTI and the PDM. 

Since the Opposition believes Imran is a 

"selected" Prime Minister by the 

Establishment, the latter's neutrality would 

provide the extra space to move the no-

confidence. 

  

Will the Opposition succeed? So much can 

happen between the no-confidence motion 

and the actual voting. Welcome to Pakistan's 

politics. However, the situation as of 9 

March is: Advantage Opposition. 
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Women and Peacebuilding: The case of northwest Pakistan 
The report by the International Crises Group stresses sustained efforts to reduce discrimination.

Ankit Singh 

Image Source: Dawn 

 
Peacebuilding mandates non-violent ways to 

transform structural and political 

circumstances emanating from a conflict, 

women, therefore, become critical agents of 

peacebuilding along with men in 

transforming conflicts. Women and 

peacebuilding in Pakistan are still in nascent 

stages. The Aurat March, started in 2018, is 

one of the umbrella networks which 

provides a platform for women for 

contesting and reclaiming public spaces. In 

the tribal areas of northwest Pakistan, a 

Pashtun majority region, the resistance and 

demands remained isolated due to the 

region’s terrain. Oppressive tribal customs 

like riwaz, swara and ghag, besides the 

‘malik-i’ (male tribal elders) 

sponsored jirga have been antithetical to 

women’s social, political and economic 

mobility. When the influence over northwest 

Pakistan passed into the hands of Islamic 

militants, the archaic patriarchal customs 

were overhauled. However, the equal moral 

agency of women was ignored by religious 

seminaries who had different priorities in 

shaping the conflict. The Pashtun women 

have come a long way in sailing through 

multidimensional conflict in northwest 

Pakistan. 

 

The ICG report: Four takeaways 

On 14 February International Crises Group 

released a report titled “Women and 

Peacebuilding in Pakistan’s North-West”. It 

discussed how the recent changes in the 

constitutional status of commonly called 

Federally Administered Tribal Areas 

(FATA) and Provincially Administered 

Tribal Areas (PATA) has and will contribute 

to peace, security and civic life in remote 

tribal North West of Pakistan. The 

Constitution (Twenty-fifth Amendment) 

Act, 2018 nullified the tribal customary laws 

and brought the communities and women of 

the northwest under the modern 

constitutional purview of the law. The report 

tries to gauge the change through the 

Gramscian-Fanonist precepts of national-

popular, which activates the production of 

universality through particularity, in this 

case for the tribal female gender. The report 

compiled after extensive individual and 

group interviews recorded stance-ed 

empowerment of women in negotiating the 

civic spaces through their acts of resistance, 

unity and expression. 

 

The report details how women have acted as 

mothers, wives and sisters to resist against 

the control over female agency and have 

contributed to peacebuilding efforts 

supplemented by civil society organizations. 

The report has seen the internal 

displacement of families during Pakistan 

Military’s operation against militants as an 

opportunity for women to experience the 

address the problem of immobility and lack 

of education and health facilities. 

 

One could identify the following four, as 

takeaways from the ICG report. 

First, the report has tried to take a stand for 

an urban constitutional paradigm in the 

developing nation-state of Pakistan. 

Historically frontier areas are isolated and 

alienated from the main urban centers of 

Pakistan. Mainstreaming the northwestern 

areas into modern constitutional and penal 

procedures will likely reduce the oppressive 
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customs on Pashtun women. The awareness 

and litigative efforts by civil society 

organization are timely to mitigate the 

problem of recruitment, radicalization and 

enforced disappearance of youths from 

north-west areas. 

 

Second, the report looks at the contribution 

of women in building a better security 

environment. According to the report, 

women as a group resisted and were 

instrumental in the socialization of the 

communities with the fear of militancy and 

fundamentalism. The peaceful means of 

claiming the civic agency by women did 

dilute the reign of fear in the northwest 

region of Pakistan. 

 

Third, the report, presents the region of 

erstwhile FATA and PATA as a single 

entity. Whereas there are stark differences in 

Pashtun women from different tribes. For 

example, the exodus of Wali tribe 

communities from Swat region was possible 

due to their well-off situation, while the 

vulnerable tribal groups far remote areas 

could not migrate farther to urban areas like 

Peshawar, Mardan and Charsadda. Lack of 

inter-tribal social differences in the report 

has reduced the meaning of peacebuilding 

by leading tribes only. 

 

Fourth, the UNSC Resolution 1325 has 

acknowledged impact of conflicts and war 

on women but it is nowhere near to gender 

responsive peacebuilding. In this context, 

the report has created a case for political, 

economic and legal engagement of female, 

which will induce gender sensitivity enabled 

by achieved female agency in northwest 

Pakistan. 

However, the recommendations in the report 

have been presented in a prospective outlook 

rather than continuous critical engagement 

of women. The geography may not change 

but the political terrain of power has 

certainly been shaken by the increasingly 

secular civic spaces in tribal areas by 

expression of resistance by Pashtun women.  
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PPP’s Long March: The twin strategy, the rhetoric, and realities 
While the march in the streets is aimed at mobilzing the people, the PPP will need the numbers 

in the Parliament to remove Imran Khan 

Abigail Miriam Fernandez 

 
Image Source: Dawn 

  

On 27 February, Pakistan People’s Party 

(PPP) Chairman Bilawal Bhutto launched 

the ‘Awami Long March’ against the 

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) - led federal 

government, with the slogan of ‘Go Imran 

go.’ The march to Islamabad would pass 

through 23 districts and 37 cities in 10 days 

before reaching the federal capital on 23 

March. 

  

https://www.crisisgroup.org/asia/south-asia/pakistan/321-women-and-peacebuilding-pakistans-north-west
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https://doi.org/10.1111/anti.12661
https://doi.org/10.1111/anti.12661
https://doi.org/10.1111/anti.12661
https://www.usip.org/sites/default/files/PB218-Women-Peace-and-Security-in-Pakistan.pdf
https://www.usip.org/sites/default/files/PB218-Women-Peace-and-Security-in-Pakistan.pdf
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The final push, with a 38-point charter 

Bilawal termed the march as a “final push” 

against the “weakened and unjust” federal 

government. He also issued a charter with 

38 points, “seeking social development 

programme, electoral reforms, the effective 

justice system, sustainable economic policy, 

and a strong foreign policy aimed at 

connecting Pakistan with the rest of the 

world instead of the steps that were isolating 

the country with the international 

community.” 

 

At the launch, Bilawal said the march was a 

“storm of public anger” against the 

government, and termed it as “ just the 

beginning of what lies ahead.”  He also 

made the following call: “From now 

onwards for the next 10 days, people from 

across the country would send him message 

of their sentiments and make countdown. 

It’s a beginning. It’s a beginning of an end. 

It’s beginning of a new era. It’s a beginning 

of a realization [prevailing] among the 

masses that how their dreams were snatched 

over the last three years and their hopes 

were stolen in the name of change.” 

  

PPP’s rhetoric during the march 

Although still in its initial phase, the PPP's 

march has been heavily filled with rhetoric. 

Bilawal took to the streets not just in 

numbers but had also heavily unleashed 

criticism on the PTI government. At several 

venues during the long march, Bilawal has 

called on the “puppet” Prime Minister Imran 

Khan to dissolve assemblies and resign 

voluntarily before the PPP workers reach 

Islamabad along with a no-confidence 

resolution. He claimed that the PPP “will 

enter Islamabad and remove this 

undemocratic puppet in a democratic 

manner.” 

  

He also accused PM Khan of being apathetic 

to the problems facing the people, stating, 

“this puppet government for the last three 

years has been saying that he [Prime 

Minister Imran] cannot provide jobs to the 

youth of the country. Every promise by 

Imran Khan proved to be false whether it 

was 1 crore [10 million] jobs or 50 lakh 

[five million] houses.” 

 

On the sentimental side, Bilawal is 

reportedly using the same truck for the 

march as was used by his mother Benazir 

Bhutto, on her historic return to Pakistan on 

18 October 2007.  

  

The PPP’s twin strategy: Bilawal at the 

streets, while Zardari at the political tables 

While Bilawal focuses on the PPP’s long 

march and matter on the street, Asif Ali 

Zardari has strategically engaged with the 

leadership of several parties. Prior to the 

launch, Zardari initially met with Pakistan 

Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) leader 

Shahbaz Sharif, Maryam Nawaz and Hamza 

Shahbaz. Following this, Zardari reached 

out to the Pakistan Muslim League-Quaid 

(PML-Q) leadership to discuss strategies to 

remove Imran Khan. By reaching out to a 

PTI ally, the PPP is taking a drastic step. 

 

Zardari had also met with the Jamaat-e-

Islami chief Sirajul Haq and sought his 

support for bringing the no-confidence 

motion against the PTI government. 

Additionally, he met with Jamiat Ulema-e 

Islam (F) chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman, 

after which in a joint statement they stated 

that the stage was all set for bringing a no-

confidence motion against the PTI 

government.  

  

As Bilawal takes to the streets with the large 

jalsas, to garner public support, Zardari has 

looked at matters at a higher level, despite 

his health issues. 

  

Will the long march succeed? 

Long marches have been trendy among 

political parties in Pakistan. The PPP’s 

flamboyant march has intrigued the masses 

with its elaborate demands and sentimental 

touches. Additionally, it has enabled 

mobilizing the party’s workers before the 

upcoming elections. However, the march is 

unlikely to heed much success due to the 
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larger politics. 

 

The success of the march depends on two 

factors. First, is the Opposition’s unity. On 

ousting Imran Khan, the PPP along with 

other opposition parties are on the same 

page, however, their strategy until recently 

has been vague. Now the opposition has 

reached some consensus on passing a no-

confidence motion against the government, 

the next factor is the numbers. The second 

factor is the politics of numbers. Currently, 

the PTI-government has a 17-member lead 

over the opposition as a result of its allies 

MQM-P (7), PML-Q (5), and BAP (5). 

However, with the PPP and other opposition 

parties approaching these parties to get their 

support, it is yet to be seen how successful 

they would be. 

  

Meanwhile, looking at the march’s 

demands, it is unlikely that there would be 

any positive response from the government 

as many of the demands are too far-reaching 

and critical on the government. 

  

While the PPP’s ‘Awami March’ may not 

achieve its desires, it will be one for the 

books not only as the longest march 

undertaken by a political leader but also 

would be a test for Bilawal to showcase his 

strength and political prowess. 
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POLITICS 

PM Khan lashes out on Fazlur Rehman, Asif 

Zardari and Shehbaz Sharif 

On 11 March, PM Imran Khan while 

addressing a public gathering at Blambat 

Ground in Timergara hurled verbal attacks 

on the three opposition figures, Maulana 

Fazlur Rehman, Asif Zardari and Shehbaz 

Sharif. He promised to defeat the no-trust 

motion by "bringing three wickets down in a 

single delivery." He added, “Insha Allah, 

your captain will win this match of no-trust 

motion in parliament.” (“Army chief asked 

me not to call Fazl ‘diesel’: PM,” The 

Express Tribune, 12 March 2022) (Haleem 

Asad, “Profanity-laden outburst by PM 

Imran adds to quagmire,” Dawn, 12 March 

2022) 

 

Opposition submits a privilege motion 

against the officers at Parliament Lodges 

On 11 March, the opposition submitted a 

privilege motion at the National Assembly 

Secretariat against the Islamabad police and 

district administration for contempt of the 

assembly and breaching their privilege after 

they conducted a raid at the Parliament 

Lodges. Meanwhile, a JUI-F Senator filed a 

complaint at the Secretariat police station 

against the police and administration 

officers for cordoning off the parliament 

lodges, breaking into the lodge of an MNA 

and taking people hostage. (“Opposition 

files privilege motion over police action at 

Parliament Lodges,” Dawn, 12 March 2022) 

 

CWC of JI empowers emir to take decision 

on no-trust move 

On 12 March, Dawn reported that the 

Central Working Committee (CWC) of JI 

has empowered its emir Sirajul Haq to take a 

final decision “whether to support the 

opposition’s no-trust move against the prime 

minister or stay neutral on the issue.” This 

comes as Haq met with Opposition Leader 

in the Shehbaz Sharif and Asif Ali Zardari. 

(“Jamaat empowers emir to take decision on 

no-trust move,” Dawn, 12 March 2022) 

 

Aleem Khan discusses no-confidence move 

with Nawaz Sharif in London 

On 12 March, Dawn reported that PTI leader 

Aleem Khan met with Nawaz in London to 

discuss the opposition’s move to remove PM 

Imran Khan. Additionally, the two also 

discussed Nawaz’s political victimisation by 

NAB, and his arrest in 2019 in an assets 

beyond means case. (Atika Rehman “PTI’s 

Aleem Khan discusses no-trust move with 

Nawaz Sharif in London meet,” Dawn, 12 

March 2022) 

 

Bilawal and Maryam term PM Khan’s 

‘threats’ as a sign of ‘desperation’ 

On 10 March, following the Islamabad 

police operation inside the Parliament 

Lodges, Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari warned PM 

Imran Khan that “you won’t be able to 

forget what I will do with you,” adding, “Do 

politics with us, but if you are threatening 

us, then you must be ready to face the 

consequences as well.” Further, he claimed 

that PM Khan’s speech was a sign of 

“desperation”, adding, “cursing the 

opposition will not save his seat.” Similarly, 

Maryam Nawaz Sharif said that PM Khan’s 

“empty threats” were “signs of 

nervousness.” Further, she told him to avoid 

blaming his “failures” on the opposition or 

other countries. (“Imran’s ‘threats’ are 

‘signs of nervousness’, says Maryam,” The 

Express Tribune, 11 March 2022) (Kashif 

Abbasi, “Opposition uproar after govt 

move,” Dawn, 11 March 2022) 

 

JUI-F calls off plans to block highways after 

party workers were released 

On 11 March, Maulana Fazlur Rehman 

called off plans to block highways across the 

country after parliamentarians and workers 

were released by Islamabad police. This 

comes after four legislators, along with 

several party workers were arrested during a 

raid at Parliament Lodges. (“JUI-F calls off 

plans to block roads across the country after 

lawmakers, party workers released,” Dawn, 

11 March 2022) 
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PML-Q wants CM Punjab office for Parvez 

Elahi 

On 11 March, Dawn reported that the PML-

Q has asked PM Imran Khan to announce 

Chaudhry Parvez Elahi as the replacement 

for CM Usman Buzdar before calling for the 

session of the National Assembly to take up 

the opposition’s no-trust motion. According 

to Dawn, “The PML-Q leadership has 

conveyed to PM Khan to announce Punjab 

Assembly Speaker Parvez Elahi as CM 

Punjab forthwith as this will help save the 

PTI government in Punjab in the face of 

‘rebellion’ by the Tareen group. Also the 

PML-Q will announce its open support for 

the premier and use its clout to scuttle the 

opposition’s move in the Centre.” 

(Zulqernain Tahir, “PML-Q wants CM 

Punjab office for Parvez Elahi ahead of NA 

session,” Dawn, 11 March 2022) 

 

PM Imran stands behind Usman Buzdar 

On 10 March, PM Imran Khan arrived in 

Lahore to stave off pressure tactics by the 

‘Tareen group’, who have demanded that 

CM Usman Buzdar be removed for 

extending their support in a no-confidence 

motion tabled against the federal 

government. The premier met the governor 

of Punjab, to discuss the no-confidence 

motion, ongoing developmental projects and 

administrative affairs of the province. Three 

sitting PML-N MPAs also extended their 

full support to PM. Addressing separate 

meetings, the prime minister “The 

government inherited a bankrupt economy 

but due to prudent economic policies, 

stability was achieved and new job 

opportunities were created.” (Imran Adnan, 

“3 sitting PML-N MPAs meet PM 

Imran,” The Express Tribune, 11 March 

2022) 

 

PM Khan claims that the no-confidence 

motion is a “definite failure” 

On 9 March, PM Imran Khan claimed that 

the opposition’s move for a no-confidence 

motion will be a “definite failure.” He said, 

“My prayers have been answered that they 

[opposition parties] have submitted a no-

trust resolution, which I often sought so I 

can grab them by their necks.” Further, he 

stated that Zardari will be his “first target” 

once the no-confidence saga was over, 

adding, “It will not only fail, but this time, 

the kaptaan (referring to himself) has 

prepared a detailed plan for the future. And 

my first target will be Asif Ali Zardari who 

has been at the top of my hit-list for a long 

time. He kills people, uses the police and 

gangsters. Zardari, your time is 

over!”(Imran Ayub, “PM Imran tells rivals 

exactly what he thinks of no-trust,” Dawn, 

10 March 2022) 

 

Maryam tells PM Khan to face no-

confidence move ‘with courage’ 

On 9 March, Maryam Nawaz asked PM 

Khan to face the opposition’s no-confidence 

motion with courage, instead of acting like a 

‘defeated man.’ She said, “Imran Khan 

needs to have some patience and courage as 

a few days are left in the [execution of] no-

trust motion against him. He has already 

given up and moved to the opposition’s 

seat.” Further, she said that the whole 

“Tabdeeli sarkar” has got unnerved since the 

opposition submitted a no-trust motion 

against the premier in the National 

Assembly. (“Maryam asks Imran to face no-

trust move ‘with courage’,” Dawn, 10 

March 2022) 

 

Aleem meet Tareen; Shehbaz meets Sirajul; 

Shujaat meets Zardari 

On 9 March, amid the submission of the no-

confidence motion there were several 

meetings between opposition and 

government allies. PTI leader Aleem Khan 

flew to London to discuss recent 

developments with Jahangir Khan Tareen. 

Shehbaz Sharif met with JI chief Sirajul Haq 

and formally sought support of his lone 

member in the National Assembly. Pakistan 

Muslim League-Q (PML-Q) president 

Chaudhry Shujaat Hussain met with Asif 

Zardari and discussed political situation. 

(Amir Wasim, “Capital heats up as anti-PTI 

bloc makes its move,” Dawn, 10 March 

2022) 
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MQM-P assure PTI of support 

On 9 March, FM Shah Mehmood Qureshi 

stated “The prime minister's meeting with 

the MQM-P leadership in Karachi was very 

fruitful,” adding “Both parties discussed 

political issues in detail and finalised a 

workable strategy for the future [against the 

backdrop of no-trust motion]. The MQM is 

our ally and both parties have been 

supporting each other. The MQM leadership 

expressed full confidence in the prime 

minister.” He said, “The MQM leadership 

assured us of their full support and PTI is 

thankful for the hospitality and support they 

granted to us.” (“MQM-P assures PM of 'full 

support', says Qureshi,” The Express 

Tribune, 10 March 2022) 

 

PPP’s march reaches Islamabad 

On 8 March, Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari while 

addressing the participants of the 10-day 

long Awami March, which culminated near 

D-Chowk, in front of Parliament House said 

that the PPP party would not allow anyone 

to use unconstitutional means to defuse the 

no-trust move against Prime Minister Imran 

Khan in parliament. He said, “I warn all 

allies, facilitators and supporters of the PTI 

government not to interfere in politics to 

save the ‘puppet’ prime minister. It is the 

last chance for you… to show that you stand 

with the people of the country.” (Aamir 

Yasin, “Don’t meddle with our ‘democratic’ 

move: Bilawal,” Dawn, 9 March 2022) 

 

Zardari, Fazl and Shebhaz meet to discuss 

no-confidence motion 

On 7 March, Maulana Fazlur Rehman and 

Shehbaz Sharif met with Asif Ali Zardari at 

Zardari House in Islamabad. During the 

meeting the three opposition leaders held 

discussions on their no-trust move plan 

against the government. (“PPP, PDM fine-

tune strategy to oust PM Imran,” Dawn, 8 

March 2022) 

 

PPP’s march to reach Islamabad 

On 7 March, PPP Senator Mustafa Nawaz 

Khokhar stated that the Islamabad police 

have agreed to provide security cover to the 

participants of the PPP long march which is 

expected to reach Islamabad on 8 March. 

The police have promised to deploy a 

contingent of paramilitary troops along with 

Punjab, KP and Islamabad police in the 

capital, including in Red Zone. (Munawer 

Azeem, “Security in place as PPP long 

march arrives in capital today,” Dawn, 8 

March 2022) 

 

Aleem Khan joins Jahangir Tareen 

On 7 March, a close aid of PM Khan, Aleem 

Khan announced joining hands with 

disgruntled party leader Jahangir Tareen. 

Following the announcement PM Khan sent 

Sindh Governor Imran Ismail to Lahore to 

speak with Aleem on the matter. Aleem 

criticised the PTI government and the 

Usman Buzdar-led Punjab government for 

“completely failing to fulfil its mandate and 

bring about the promised change.” 

(Munawer Azeem, “Another confidant down 

as Aleem Khan joins ‘dissidents 

club’,” Dawn, 8 March 2022) 

 

Maryam Nawaz slams Imran Khan for 

downgrading the stature of institution of 

Prime Minister 

On 7 March, Maryam Nawaz questioned 

and criticized the conduct of PM Imran 

Khan through a series of tweets. She said, 

“The one who tried to break other political 

parties is now begging his own party 

members to stay with him. Only Allah 

Almighty knows what will happen 

tomorrow, but whatever is happening with 

Imran Khan is nothing but a rewarding 

action.” adding, "Imran has been forced to 

think today when the mountain of arrogance 

and pride is coming to his door as he 

considered it an insult to shake hands. It is 

heartbreaking to see the people who have 

been criminally indifferent and negligent for 

four years, who have ruined lives of people 

with inflation and incompetence, are 

suddenly crying in the meetings. One 

moment of trying to break up other parties 

by using state power is now in the prayers 

for the members.” Maryam claimed that 

PM’s arrogance with leaders of other 
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countries costed dear to Pakistan. (Ali Raza, 

“Maryam Nawaz slams PM Imran Khan for 

‘abusing’ other countries,” The News 

International, 9 March 2022) 

 

“Are you ready for what I will do with you 

once your plans for a no-trust motion fail?", 

says PM Khan 

On 6 March, PM Imran Khan while 

addressing a public gathering in Vehari 

district's Mailsi tehsil warned the Opposition 

that they would face the consequences if 

their no-trust motion against his government 

failed. He said, “Are you ready for what I 

will do with you once your plans for a no-

trust motion fail?" (“Fear my wrath when 

no-trust fails: PM,” The Express Tribune, 7 

March 2022) 

 

PTI concludes march with power show in 

Karachi 

On 6 March, the PTI concluded its ‘Huqooq-

i-Sindh’ march in Karachi promising that 

Sindh was ready for change and 2023 would 

prove to be the year of PTI’s victory. During 

the march, the PTI demanded new 

legislation on the local government system, 

appointment of an ‘impartial and non-

political’ administrator of Karachi, 

announcement of the provincial finance 

commission award at district level, ending 

‘political interference’ in police, issuance of 

a no-objection certificate for a public sector 

university in Hyderabad, better transport 

system for Karachi, provision of health card 

to every citizen in Sindh and devolution of 

powers at the grassroots level. (Imtiaz Ali, 

“PTI’s ‘Huqooq-i-Sindh’ march concludes 

with Karachi power show,” Dawn, 7 March 

2022) 

 

PPP made the people of the province 

“owners of their resources,” says Bilawal 

On 6 March, Bilawal Bhutto-Zardari 

rejecting the statement that the PPP did not 

do anything for Punjab, said that the PPP 

made the people of the province “owners of 

their resources.” He stated that under a 

conspiracy against Lahore, Punjab, Pakistan 

and democracy, a propaganda drive was 

launched to weaken the PPP in the province, 

maligning it with the allegation that it 

ignored the province. (“PPP made Punjab 

owner of its resources, says Bilawal,” Dawn, 

7 March 2022) 

 

Zardari meets with PTI leader Rind 

On 6 March, the parliamentary leader of PTI 

in Balochistan Assembly Sardar Yar 

Mohammad Rind met Asif Ali Zardari in 

Islamabad. During the meeting, the two 

discussed matter related to the political 

situation against the backdrop of the PPP’s 

long march on the federal capital. The 

meeting lasted over two hours. Following 

the meeting, Rind said that he had “personal 

relations” with Asif Zardari and now “these 

meetings will continue” adding, “We 

discussed different issues, including the 

political situation. Whenever politicians 

meet they talk politics and many other 

affairs.” (Saleem Shahid, “Sardar Rind calls 

on Zardari,” Dawn, 7 March 2022) 

 

 

 

INTERNAL 

Only one-third of 8,500 missing people have 

returned, says COIED 

On 11 March, the Commission of Inquiry on 

Enforced Disappearances in a report 

submitted to the Islamabad High Court 

revealed that of the 8,463 citizens missing 

since March 2011, only 3,284 have returned 

home. The report added that of these cases, 

the COIED has disposed of 6,214 cases, 

while 2,249 are still under investigation. On 

the submission of the report, IHC chief 

justice criticised the COIED and stated that 

it had failed to perform its responsibility 

since the report indicated that it was 

assuming the role of a mere post office. 

(Malik Asad, “Only one-third of 8,500 

missing people have returned: 

report,” Dawn, 12 March 2022) 

 

Joint opposition writes to ECP for an early 

conclusion of PTI’s foreign funding case 

On 10 March, a delegation of the joint 

opposition comprising representatives from 
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the PML-N, PPP, JUI-F, ANP and BNP 

called on Chief Election Commissioner 

(CEC) Sikandar Sultan Raja and demanded 

that the conclusion of the foreign funding 

case pending since November 14, 2014. The 

opposition blamed that PTI was interested in 

delaying the judgement of the case. Faisal 

Karim Kundi of the Peoples Party said, “We 

all are here to request the ECP to announce 

decision in the foreign funding case early as 

corruption of Imran Khan has been exposed. 

Now, the next destination of Imran Khan 

will be Adiyala jail. We would not let him 

go away.” (Iftikhar A Khan, “Opposition 

wants early decision on PTI foreign funding 

case,” Dawn, 11 March 2022) 

 

PIA witnesses rise in losses for the 

consecutive year 

On 10 March, The News International 

reported about the surging losses of Pakistan 

International Airlines (PIA) to PKR 50 

billion, up by almost PKR 15 billion from 

the previous year. PIA is one among the four 

loss making public sector enterprises, the 

others being Pakistan Steel Mills, Pakistan 

Railways and power sector Distribution 

Companies (DISCOs). The net loss to public 

exchequer from the four PSU amount to 

PKR 300 billion. Pakistan Institute of 

Development Economics (PIDE) chancellor 

Dr Nadeem Ul Haque suggested the airline 

run of professional lines without any 

political interference and role of unions. A 

deep overhaul is needed, he added. (Mehtab 

Haider, “PIA losses surge to Rs50 

billion,” The News International, 11 March 

2022) 

 

All parties reject change to elections law 

On 8 March, all political parties except for 

the PTI in a consultative session with ECP 

Chief Election Commissioner Sikandar 

Sultan Raja opposed recent changes to the 

elections law to allow key public office 

holders to take part in election campaign. 

During, the meeting their opinion was 

sought on the draft code of conduct for the 

next general elections. (Iftikhar A. Khan, 

“Except PTI, all parties oppose changes to 

elections law,” Dawn, 9 March 2022) 

 

Government not cooperating for LG 

election, says ECP 

On 8 March, the Election Commission of 

Pakistan (ECP) told the Islamabad High 

Court (IHC) that the federal government was 

not cooperating with the body for holding 

local government (LG) elections in 

Islamabad. The ECP representative said that 

the process for conducting the LG elections 

has been stalled since neither the federal 

government nor the relevant departments 

were interested in these elections. (Malik 

Asad, “Govt not cooperating for LG polls in 

Islamabad, claims ECP,” Dawn, 9 March 

2022) 

 

PDWP approved development schemes 

worth Rs30.602 billion 

On 8 March, the Provincial Development 

Working Party (PDWP) approved 

development schemes worth Rs30.602 

billion. During the meeting, 27 projects 

pertaining to industries, higher education, 

communication and works, health, sports 

and tourism, Auqaf, social welfare, home 

and public health engineering departments 

were approved. (“PDWP approves over 

Rs30 billion development projects,” Dawn, 

9 March 2022) 

 

Women take to the streets to celebrate the 

fifth Aurat March on international women’s 

day 

On 8 March, women across Pakistan took to 

the streets demanding equal rights and an 

end to systemic discrimination. This year 

marks the fifth year of the ‘Aurat March.’ 

The manifestos from each chapter of the 

Aurat March include a wide range of issues 

with the Karachi chapter focusing on wages, 

security and peace; Lahore on reimagining 

justice; Multan on reimagining the education 

system and Islamabad on justice, security 

and freedom. (“Aurat March: Women walk 

for their rights across cities in 

Pakistan,” Dawn, 8 March 2022) 
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Government launches National Gender 

Policy-2022 

On 8 March, celebrated as International 

Women’s Day, the Ministery of Planning, 

Development and Special Initiatives 

released a National Gender Policy-2022. 

The policy framework is aimed at providing 

a structured mechanism with defined 

objectives for improving the lives of women 

and providing them with equal opportunities 

to excel in a professional sphere.  (“National 

Gender Policy to be launched today,” The 

Express Tribune, 8 March 2022) 

 

80 per cent Pakistanis believe country 

heading in wrong direction, says Ipsos study 

On 8 March, Dawn reported that according 

to the findings of a study “Consumer 

Confidence Survey” conducted Ipsos, 80 per 

cent Pakistanis believe that the country is 

heading in the wrong direction. According 

to the study, 44 per cent of the respondents 

said it was inflation, 16 per cent said it was 

unemployment and 11 per cent said 

increasing poverty was the major issue. 

(“Pakistan launches National Gender Policy 

Framework on International Women's 

Day,” Dawn, 8 March 2022) 

 

PM says the government has zero-tolerance 

for terrorism 

On 7 March, apex committee on the 

National Action Plan (NAP) met in the 

federal capital under the chairmanship of 

PM. The committee strongly condemned the 

terrorist attack at a Shia mosque in 

Peshawar. PM called for ‘swift prosecution 

of terrorist to set an example’. Committee 

further consented on stronger National 

Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) and 

increased participation of provinces in 

providing more resources for investigation. 

A conclusive end to all indictments in court 

of law was emphasized as well. Interior 

Minister Sheikh Rashid Ahmed later during 

a press conference said: “He has put across a 

message to imperialist forces that out 

territory will not be used for terrorist 

attacks.” (Iftikhar A Khan, “PM Imran urges 

swift prosecution to prevent attacks like 

Peshawar,” Dawn, 8 March 2022) 

 

Pakistan cheaper than most countries, says 

PM Khan 

On 7 March, Prime Minister Imran Khan 

while addressing a ceremony to launch 

Ehsaas Riayat Rashan Programme in 

Islamabad said that Pakistan was still a 

cheaper country to live in as compared to 

many others as he recalled the measures 

taken by his government to steer the country 

out of the ongoing inflationary tide. He said, 

"I promise my nation that as long as you 

keep giving taxes, we will keep on 

enhancing the scope of welfare programmes 

for the people." (“Pakistan still a cheaper 

country to live in compared to others, says 

PM Imran,” Dawn, 7 March 2022) 

 

People have a right to question the security 

agencies, says Fazl 

On 6 March, Maulana Fazlur Rehman 

during his visit to Peshawar stated that that 

people reserve the right to ask the security 

agencies why they are not safe despite years 

of operations against terrorists and claims 

that they have been neutralised. He said that 

the security force were conducted mostly in 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, for years to combat 

terrorism and provide safety to citizens, 

adding, “as a result of these operations 

millions were displaced, especially from the 

tribal districts. Thousands of them have yet 

to return to their homes. But the government 

and the security organisations have failed to 

provide security to people.” (“Fazl questions 

utility of military operations against 

terrorists,” Dawn, 7 March 2022) 

 

Government ready to sit with media over 

Peca, says FM Qureshi 

On 6 March, FM Shah Mahmood Qureshi 

stated PTI government could sit with the 

media representatives to discuss the matter 

and come up with a solution adding that the 

government does not believe in curbs on the 

media, but it wants the media to play its role 

with responsibility. He said, “There is no 

harm in discussing it threadbare, as the PTI 
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is not unmindful of media’s role which is 

being seen the world over.” (Mohammad 

Hussain Khan, “FM Qureshi says govt ready 

to sit with media over Peca,” Dawn, 7 

March 2022) 

 

NA body to be briefed on PM’s China and 

Russia visit 

On 7 March, Dawn reported that the 

National Assembly Standing Committee on 

Foreign Affairs is scheduled to receive a 

briefing about PM Khan’s visits to China 

and Russia as well as a review on the 

security situation in the country. 

Additionally, the committee would also 

receive a briefing on the objectives of the 

upcoming meeting of foreign ministers of 

the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation 

(OIC) in Islamabad. (Amir Wasim, “NA 

body to receive briefing on PM’s visits to 

China, Russia,” Dawn, 7 March 2022) 

 

 

PROVINCES 

Punjab: CM Buzdar meets members of the 

provincial assembly 

On 11 March, CM Usman Buzdar met with 

several parliamentarians and provincial 

ministers to seek reassurances and promises 

of their guarantee to say on the PTI in the 

upcoming test of the no-confidence 

resolution, moved by the opposition in the 

National Assembly. Following these 

meetings, the chief minister’s office stated 

that all provincial ministers, advisers, MNAs 

and MPAs assured CM Buzdar that they 

would continue standing by the government. 

(Mansoor Malik, “As cracks deepen, Buzdar 

seeks loyalty pledges,” Dawn, 12 March 

2022) 

 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa: Resolution passed in 

KP assembly to boost confidence in Imran 

Khan led government 

On 10 March, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

assembly passed a resolution with majority 

to explicate faith in leadership of Prime 

Minister Imran Khan. The resolution said, 

“PM Imran Khan through his vision and 

leadership not only pulled the country out of 

the economic crises, but further strengthened 

it.” Another resolution as passed which 

asked the federal government to waive off 

duty on personal mobile phone sets of 

overseas Pakistanis. The resolution further 

requested government to allow expatriate 

Pakistanis, who stayed more than 10 years 

abroad, should be allowed to bring one duty-

free car. (“KP Assembly passes resolution to 

repose confidence in PM Imran,” Dawn, 11 

March 2022) 

 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa: Four militants killed 

in North Waziristan, says ISPR 

On 10 March, security forces conducted 

intelligence-based operations on the reported 

presence of terrorists in a general area of 

Maddi Khel and Bobar Gap in North 

Waziristan district. The statement from 

ISPR said, “During intense exchange of fire, 

four terrorists were killed. Weapons and 

ammunition were also recovered from the 

killed terrorists.” (“Four militants killed in 

North Waziristan: ISPR,” Dawn, 11 March 

2022) 

 

Sindh: Residents reject proposed Malir 

Expressway project 

On 9 March, during a public hearing 

organised by the Sindh Environmental 

Protection Agency (Sepa) to discuss its 

environmental impact assessment (EIA) 

residents lodged their dissent and chanted 

slogans against already under construction 

Malir Expressway. The project costs around 

PKR 27.5 billion and 39-km-long project 

would start from KPT Interchange, 

Qayyumabad and terminate at Karachi-

Hyderabad Motorway near Kathore. The 

residents complained that EIA report fails to 

address concerns over damage to climate, a 

fact that no species were found in a number 

that could concern the ecology was 

dismissed by a social activist and wildlife 

photographer. The residents claimed that 

project was not for people of Karachi but for 

townships developing outside Karachi. 

(Usman Malik, “Residents oppose Malir 

Expressway project at Environmental 
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Impact Assessment hearing,” Dawn, 10 

March 2022) 

  

Sindh: Nisar Khuhro wins Senate election in 

the province 

On 10 March, PPP’s Nisar Ahmed Khuhro 

won the Senate seat from Sindh that got 

vacant after the disqualification of PTI’s 

Faisal Vawda. After the polling Sindh 

Election Commissioner Saeed Gul annou-

nced that total 101 MPAs exercised their 

right to vote on Senate general seat. (Tahir 

Siddiqui, “Nisar Khuhro wins Senate 

election in Sindh amid opposition 

boycott,” Dawn, 10 March 2022) 

 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa: Three terrorists 

including the handler of Peshawar Mosque 

attack killed 

On 10 March, Dawn reported that law 

enforcement agencies killed three suspected 

terrorists, including the main handler behind 

the suicide attack on a Shia mosque in 

Peshawar. According to the officials, “Three 

terrorists, identified as Abdul Wajid, 

Muzaffar Shah and Muhammad Tariq, were 

killed in the exchange of fire with police, 

while four others, including two handlers, 

managed to escape from the scene.” 

(“Peshawar mosque attack handler among 

three killed in Khyber,” Dawn, 10 March 

2022) 

 

Sindh: PTI announces plan to 

boycott election on Senate seat in Sindh 

On 8 March, PTI announced their decision 

to boycott the election to a Senate seat that 

fell vacant after the disqualification of Faisal 

Vawda. PTI’s Sindh president and Maritime 

Affairs Minister Ali Zaidi, via Twitter said, 

“The PTI-led opposition will boycott 

tomorrow’s [March 9] Senate election in 

Sindh Assembly on seat vacated due to 

Faisal Vawda’s disqualification. Reason: 

Murad Ali Shah also disqualified on dual 

nationality and his case is still pending with 

honourable Supreme Court. Humbly request 

this case be heard as soon as possible.” 

(“PTI boycotts election on Senate seat in 

Sindh,” Dawn, 9 March 2022) 

Balochistan: Six people killed in suicide 

attack on President Alvi’s motorcade 

On 8 March, six people were killed and 22 

were injured after a suicide attack took place 

on the route of President Arif Alvi’s 

motorcade in Sibi. Following the attack, 

DIG Masroor Alam Kolachi of Sibi Range 

police said, “It was a suicide attack. A man 

wearing an explosive-laden jacket detonated 

it close to the personnel who were winding 

up security arrangements after the departure 

of all VVIPs.” The attack was a second 

major suicide attack in the country within a 

week. (Saleem Shahid, “Six martyred in 

attack after president’s motorcade leaves 

Sibi,” Dawn, 9 March 2022) 

 

Balochistan: Seven terrorists killed in 

intelligence-based operation in Turbat, 

says ISPR 

On 8 March, Inter-Services Public Relations 

(ISPR) said seven terrorist were killed 

during an intelligence-based operation (IBO) 

in Turbat's Gorchop area in Balochistan. The 

statement from ISPR framed the terrorist as 

“externally sponsored enemies of peace in 

Balochistan". The statement added, 

“Operations to eliminate such perpetrators 

of terrorist acts in Pakistan will continue and 

they will not be allowed to sabotage peace, 

stability and progress of Balochistan." 

(Naveed Siddiqui, “7 terrorists killed in 

intelligence-based operation in Turbat: 

ISPR,” Dawn, 9 March 2022) 

 

Balochistan: Provincial issues will be 

resolved through negotiations, says CM 

Bizenjo 

On 7 March, Chief Minister Mir Abdul 

Qudoos Bizenjo during a presided over by 

PM Khan said that Balochistan’s issues 

would be resolved through negotiations. He 

added that instead of using force, the 

government would resolve the issues by 

removing a sense of deprivation that is felt 

across the province. He argued that 

successive governments had used force to 

address the insurgencies in rather than trying 

to find a permanent solution to the problems 

of Balochistan. (Saleem Shahid, 
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“Balochistan’s issues to be resolved through 

talks, says CM Bizenjo,” Dawn, 8 March 

2022) 

 

Balochistan: Banned outfits have no interest 

in solving Balochistan’s problems, says 

Commander of 12 Corps Quetta 

On 7 March, Commander of 12 Corps 

Quetta Lt Gen Sarfraz Ali while speaking to 

a grand tribal jirga attended by tribal elders 

belonging to different tribes, political 

leaders and notables of Naseerabad division 

stated that extremist outfits banned by the 

government have no concern or interest in 

solving the real problems of Balochistan. He 

said, “The extremist organisations banned 

by the government have no interest in 

finding out solution to the real problems in 

Balochistan.” (Saleem Shahid, “‘Banned 

outfits have no interest in solving 

Balochistan’s problems’,” Dawn, 8 March 

2022) 

 

 

ECONOMY 

World Bank approves USD 435 million for 

low-cost housing 

On 11 March, the board of executive 

directors of the World Bank announced the 

financing would be available to the Pakistan 

Housing Finance project, the Punjab Urban 

Land Systems Enhancement project and the 

Punjab Affordable Housing Programme. 

The projects are designed for providing 

mortgaging-loans agreements and few 

leverages to the private sector to contribute 

to housing needs, particularly for low-

income households. ‘Mera Pakistan, Mera 

Ghar’ subsidy programme’s credit risk will 

be scaled up upon additional financing of 

USD 85 million under the Pakistan Housing 

Finance project. The programme also 

incentivises the integration of green building 

principles, climate resilience, accessibility, 

safety, and mobility of women in housing 

developments. (Khaleeq Kiani, “World 

Bank okays $435m for low-cost 

housing,” Dawn, 12 March 2022) 

 

IMF talks amid parleys ranging from relief 

package to structural benchmarks 

On 11 March, The News International 

reported about the status of the seventh 

review of talks between IMF and Pakistan. 

The current review talks are for the release 

of USD 960 million for macroeconomic 

stability. The remaining (eight and ninth) 

review talks of the Extended Fund Facility 

program are to conclude before September 

2022. IMF during the discussion raised the 

issue of deviation from freezing tax amnesty 

and reminded Pakistan about the envisaged 

limit on the current account deficit (CAD) at 

USD 12.2 billion, currently, the CAD has 

crossed the mark of USD 25 billion. The 

consensus on the Memorandum of Financial 

and Economic Policies (MEFP) is critical 

for future negotiations on sustaining the 

symbiotic relation between Pakistan and 

IMF. (Mehtab Haider, “Talks remain 

inconclusive: IMF objects to PM relief 

package,” The News International, 12 

March 2022) 

 

Remittances pose a single-digit growth for 

the month of February 

On 10 March, the State Bank of Pakistan 

released a statement of the status of receipt 

of remittances to the country. For the month 

of February 2022, the receipt inched up two 

per cent month-on-month to USD 2.2 

billion. With the resumption of travel and 

increased mobility the remittances have 

declined significantly in several countries, 

there was a fall in remittances for the 

previous month in Pakistan as well. Pakistan 

for the month of July-February 2022 has 

received USD 20.2 billion dollars. 

Pakistanis residing in Saudi Arabia remitted 

the largest amount of USD 558.2 million in 

February 2022. It was 3.38 per cent higher 

than the USD 539.9 million received in 

January 2022. Following closely was UAE 

(USD 3.8 billion), UK (USD 2.8 billion), 

USA (USD 1.9 billion) and other countries 

(USD 4.2 billion). (Omar Qureshi, 

“February remittances reach $2.2b,” The 

Express Tribune, 11 March 2022) 
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Interest payments and social protection 

spending swells budget deficit to USD 24.5 

billion 

On 10 March, the Ministry of Finance 

informed the federal cabinet about missing 

the target of the budget deficit for the 

current year by PKR 318 billion. The record 

budget deficit PKR 4.3 trillion (USD 24.5 

billion) has pushed the government for 

going on for more domestic and 

international loans. The report prepared by 

the finance ministry said, “The increase in 

current expenditures is expected due to 

rising interest payments, Covid-19 related 

spending, energy subsidies, social safety net 

expenditures and running of civil 

government.” It further called for 

adjustments in public sector development 

programs. On the revenue side, the FBR’s 

target has already been revised upwards to 

PKR 6.1 trillion against the budgeted 

number of PKR 5.83 trillion. (Shahbaz rana, 

“Budget deficit to touch record 

Rs4.3tr,” The Express Tribune, 10 March 

2022) 

 

Finance minister expects empathy from IMF 

over PM’s relief package 

On 9 March, Shaukat Tarin claimed that 

consultation with IMF had been done prior 

to PM announcing the PKR 230 billion 

relief package. He said, “They wanted to 

cover a lot in the recent scheme, but I have 

ring-fenced it and covered only fresh 

investment in machinery and equipment — 

not even for land for the industry.” He 

hoped that the 7th review would be 

successful as all targets for the end-

December review period were on track. 

Earlier on the same day, Tarin chaired a 

meeting of the National Price Monitoring 

Committee (NPMC) and he asked for 

devising a strategic plan for meeting the 

demand of palm oil and soyabean. (Khaleeq 

Kiani, “Shaukat Tarin hopes for IMF 

leniency over PM’s subsidy 

package,” Dawn, 10 March 2022) 

 

 

Exports oriented sectors pose double-digit 

growth 

On 9 March, data compiled by the Ministry 

of Commerce reflected growth in the eleven 

value-added sectors contributed to an 

increase in overall exports from these 

sectors. Another factor in rising of exports 

was the depreciation of the rupee against the 

dollar. The growth posited for the month of 

February was around 35 per cent, on 

monthly basis compared to last year export 

rose to USD 2.80 billion from USD 2.06 

billion. The United States, China, the United 

Arab Emirates and the Netherlands 

remained the top destinations of Pakistan’s 

exports in February from a year ago. The 

export-oriented sectors are men's garments, 

home textiles, synthetic fabric, rice, leather, 

leather apparel and plastics. (Mubarak Zeb 

Khan, “Exports of 11 sectors jump 35pc in 

February,” Dawn, 10 March 2022) 

Government confesses to IMF over 

surpassing budget deficit target 

On 8 March, an initial assessment of the 

economy was shared with IMF by Pakistan 

amid ongoing negotiations for the seventh 

tranche of USD 960 million for oil 

financing. Against the required PKR 25 

billion as budget surplus from IMF, there 

could be a primary budget deficit of over 

one per cent of the gross domestic product 

(GDP) even at the revised base of the 

economy. The assessment by the 

government maintained that a 4.8 per cent 

economic growth target would be achieved. 

The relation between inflation and uncertain 

oil and fuel prices were stated as the main 

reason for the inability to stabilise the 

budget deficit. The assessment forecasted 

medium-term inflation range at eight to nine 

per cent with next fiscal year’s inflation 

around nine per cent. (Shahbaz Rana, “SBP 

keeps policy rate unchanged,” The Express 

Tribune, 9 March 2022) 

 

Monetary policy committee maintains policy 

rate unchanged 

On 8 March, the monetary policy committee 

met under the chairmanship of the SBP 
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governor. Then statement released by SBP 

said, “While current real interest rates on a 

forward-looking basis are appropriate to 

guide inflation to the medium-term range of 

5-7%, support growth, and maintain external 

stability, the Russia-Ukraine conflict has 

introduced a high degree of uncertainty in 

the outlook for international commodity 

prices and global financial conditions,”. SBP 

added that outlook for inflation had 

improved following relief package by 

government. (Shahbaz Rana, “SBP keeps 

policy rate unchanged,” The Express 

Tribune, 9 March 2022) 

Auto sector continues on upward trajectory 

in Pakistan 

On 7 March, a national daily reported that 

rapid digitalization and decreasing age of 

earning among youth was funneling the 

expenditure in auto-industry sector. A big 

share of generation Z is among the new 

customer pool for car companies in 

Pakistan. The automobile industry has 

adapted with time in terms customer’s 

preferences and use of technology. The 

national daily reported that the affluent class 

will widen to 29 million by 2036. (Usman 

Hanif, “Auto industry projects rapid 

growth,” The Express Tribune, 8 March 

2022) 

 

Economic Coordination Committee 

approves PKR 303 billion relief package 

On 7 March, Economic Coordination 

Committee (ECC) cleared the 

supplementary finance measures for relief 

package announced by PM recently. The 

measures like cut in tariff price of unit 

electricity (PKR 136 billion), partial 

payment to oil industry for compensating in 

fluctuating oil prices (PKR 20 billion) and 

initiatives on debt servicing of Naya 

Pakistan Certificates (PKR 135.078 billion). 

The ECC also approved Kamyab Overseas 

Programme (KOP), meant for prospective 

low-income overseas workers, to provide 

them with interest-free loans under Kamyab 

Pakistan Programme (KPP). The meeting 

also approved an allocation of 16mfcd of 

gas from Togh Field to SNGPL. (Khaleeq 

Kiani, “ECC okays Rs303bn for PM’s relief 

package,” Dawn, 8 March 2022) 

Oil industry has worked out a mechanism of 

“funded subsidy” for payment 

On 6 March, the Ministry of Energy 

(Petroleum Division) submitted a summary 

to the Economic Coordination Committee 

(ECC) of the cabinet for approval of the 

payment mechanism. According to the 

report the oil industry has worked out a 

mechanism of “funded subsidy” for payment 

of 95 per cent of their price differential 

claims (PDCs) in 10 days. (Khaleeq Kiani, 

“Mechanism ready for payment of oil 

PDCs,” Dawn, 7 March 2022) 

 

EXTERNAL 

US lawmakers introduces a bill titled 

“Stopping Pakistani Terror Act” in Congress 

On 11 March, The Express Tribune reported 

that US Congressman Scott Perry introduced 

a bill titled “Stopping Pakistani Terror Act” 

in the Congress that seeks to designate 

Pakistan as a state sponsor of terrorism. The 

bill seeks “to provide for the designation of 

the Islamic Republic of Pakistan as a State 

Sponsor of Terrorism, and for other 

purposes.” Further, the bill read, “Effective 

on the date that is 30 days after the date of 

the enactment of this Act, the Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan shall be deemed to be a 

country the government of which the [US] 

Secretary of State determines has repeatedly 

provided support for international 

terrorism.” (“Bill tabled in US house to 

declare Pakistan 'state sponsor of 

terrorism’,” The Express Tribune, 11 March 

2022) 

 

SHO Shalimar charged on the ground of 

‘inefficiency and misconduct’ for raiding the 

North Korean embassy 

On 11 March, Dawn reported that the police 

have stated that Shalimar police station 

house officer (SHO) has been chargesheeted 

for violation of the Vienna Convention on 

Diplomatic Relations by raiding the 
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embassy of Korea at F-10 on 7 March. 

According to the chargesheet, Sub-Inspector 

“is charged on grounds of inefficiency and 

misconduct.” Meanwhile, Foreign Office 

spokesperson Asim Iftikhar said the police 

had been told that their action was a 

“violation of the diplomatic protocol and 

that it should not be repeated.” (“SHO 

Shalimar chargesheeted for raiding North 

Korean embassy,” Dawn, 11 March 2022) 

 

Pakistan and China may renegotiate free 

trade agreement before completion 

On 10 March, The Express Tribune reported 

that during the recent visit of PM Imran 

Khan to China, Pakistan sought more 

concessions for its exports and larger access 

market access in China. As trade results for 

38 export items to China have not been very 

encouraging, out of 7,550 export products to 

China, concessions were provided to only 

350 product lines. China, on the other hand 

enjoy concession on almost 50 per cent of 

products it exports to China. The current 

China-Pakistan Free Trade Agreement is its 

second phase spanning from 2017-2024. 

(“Pakistan, China may renegotiate FTA 

benefits,” The Express Tribune, 10 March 

2022) 

 

Chinese electric power company seeks 

remaining dues from the Ministry of Energy 

On 8 March, a state-owned Chinese firm 

registered in Pakistan as ‘Pak Matiari-

Lahore Transmission Company Private 

Limited (PMLTC)’ sought clearance of the 

remaining Transmission Service Payment 

(TSP). The firm has asked for a balance of 

PKR 12.35 billion related 660kV Matiari-

Lahore High Voltage Direct Current 

(HVDC) Transmission Line for September 

2021 to February 2022. The company 

said, “Considering the difficulties we are 

facing, also both Chinese Government and 

the Chinese Embassy attach great 

importance to the payment issue of this 

CPEC flagship project, we humbly request 

your highest attention to immediately tackle 

this issue on top priority and 

instruct/coordinate with the parties 

concerned on an urgent basis to make a 

substantial effort for increasing day payment 

amount day by day to avoid a default of the 

PMLTC’s obligations.” (Khalid Hasnain, 

“Chinese firm seeks Rs12.35bn dues for 

power project,” Dawn, 9 March 2022) 

 

US and Pakistan Air Force concludes 

‘Falcon Talon 2022’ joint exercise 

On 7 March, the national daily reported that 

Falcon Talon 2022, joint exercise was 

carried out at a Pakistan Operational Air 

Force Base from February 26 to March 4. 

Chargé d’Affaires of USA Central 

Command Angela P. Aggeler said, “through 

exercises like Falcon Talon 2022, we are 

sustaining a partnership that helps build 

regional peace, security, and stability with a 

shared understanding of threats and means 

to mitigate them.” She added, “Falcon Talon 

2022 comes at a key moment as the United 

States and Pakistan mark the 75th 

anniversary of our bilateral relations this 

year.” (“US, Pakistan air forces carry out 

joint exercise in country,” The News 

International, 8 March 2022) 

 

 

MILITARY 

PAF inducts five Chinese developed J-10C 

fighter jets 

On 11 March, PAF unveiled and inducted J-

10C otherwise called Vigorous Dragon into 

15 Squadron. The ceremony was attended 

by Prime Minister Imran Khan, the three 

services chiefs, the Chinese ambassador and 

others at the Minhas Air Base, Kamra. 

Prime Minister Imran Khan congratulated 

the nation and said: “We are confident that if 

anyone makes an aggressive move against 

Pakistan, it would be retaliated by the armed 

forces with full force.” J-10C is the latest 

addition to the aircraft kitty of Pakistan 

which includes F-16s, JF-17s and Mirage. J-

10C is equipped with a bigger active 

electronically scanned array (AESA) radar. 

Other than J-10C, Type 054A/P frigate, an 

advanced weapon system was delivered by 

China to Pakistan Navy recently. (“Multi-
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role J-10C fighter jets inducted into PAF 

fleet,” The Express Tribune, 12 March 2022) 

 

 

JUDICIARY 

LHC rules that Section 20 of Peca is not 

unconstitutional 

On 10 March, the Lahore High Court ruled 

that Section 20 of the Prevention of 

Electronic Crime Act 2016 (Peca) is not 

unconstitutional but in conformity with the 

Constitution and promotes the right to 

dignity. In a 30-page judgement Justice 

Tariq Saleem Sheikh observes, “Defamation 

is an injury to a man’s reputation. The 

freedom of speech or expression does not 

authorise one person to lower another in the 

esteem of his peers or to expose him to 

hatred, ridicule or contempt.” (Wajih 

Ahmad Sheikh, “Section 20 of Peca not 

unconstitutional: LHC,” Dawn, 11 March 

2022) 

 

Government’s resort to ordinances is 

disrespectful to the constitution, says 

Supreme Court 

On 10 March, while hearing an appeal by 

counsel of Federal Bureau Revenue (FBR) 

against the judgement of Sindh High Court 

for income support levy, the bench of 

Supreme Court comprising Justice Qazi 

Faez Isa and Justice Aminud Din Khan ruled 

against the government’s method of 

resorting to the excessive ordinance to run 

the government. The court said: “Each and 

every word of the Constitution, and the 

methodologies and procedures prescribed 

therein, must be strictly adhered to. When 

this is done it dissipates misgivings and 

mistrust, and steers away from pitfalls. This 

also avoids wastage of time, money and 

effort, as witnessed in this case. History is 

testament to the fact that whenever the 

Constitution is violated it disrespects the 

people for whom it was made.” (Malik 

Asad, “Supreme Court rules against govt’s 

excessive use of ordinances,” Dawn, 11 

March 2022) 

 

Supreme Court bench to hear pleas against 

Fata-KP merger 

On 9 March, the Supreme Court decided to 

formulate a larger bench to hear petitions 

against the 25th Amendment about the 

merger of tribal areas into Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. During the hearing, a three-

member SC bench consisting of Chief 

Justice Umar Ata Bandial, Justice 

Muhammad Ali Mazhar and Justice Ayesha 

A. Malik heard a petition filed by Malik 

Anwarullah Khan seeking declaration of 

25th Amendment as ultra vires of the 

Constitution. (“Larger Supreme Court bench 

to hear pleas against Fata-KP 

merger,” Dawn, 10 March 2022) 

 

PBC mulls over rules on appointment of 

judges 

On 9 March, Pakistan Bar Council (PBC) 

participated in the rules committee meeting 

of the Judicial Commission of Pakistan 

(JCP). PBC representative Akhtar Hussain 

proposed the addition of a new clause 

calling for meaningful consultation with the 

representative of the bars concerned for 

appointing or promoting a judge by JCP. 

Many other candid proposals came up like 

summoning of nominees for a personal 

hearing at JCP and amending JCP Rules 6 

and 8 which validate ‘discretionary powers’ 

vested in the chairman of JCP as mentioned 

in JCP Rules 2010. The rules committee of 

JCP was constituted by CJP Justice Gulzar 

Ahmed on January 11. (Hasnaat Malik, 

“PBC proposes amending JCP Rules 

2010,” Dawn, 10 March 2022) 

 

Global events have dampened “the 

enthusiasm of the proponents of autocratic 

rule,” says Justice Isa 

On 10 March, Dawn reported that Justice 

Qazi Faez Isa during a lecture held at 

London’s SOAS University said that recent 

global events have dampened “the 

enthusiasm of the proponents of autocratic 

rule.” Further, he said, “We are reminded 

that it is so important to have checks and 

balances and uphold human rights of 

everyone; if we do not do so our political 
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order may crumble after an onslaught too,” 

adding, “The judiciary, like our electoral 

system, is a vehicle to secure the 

fundamental rights of all. The only future I 

would like to imagine is one in which 

persecution and autocracy end.” (“Beware of 

one man’s total control, cautions Justice 

Faez Isa,” Dawn, 10 March 2022) 

 

Islamabad High Court likely to stand with 

the cause of Baloch students protests 

On 7 March, Justice Athar Minallah heard a 

petition filed by Imaan Zainab Mazari 

against the FIR registered against her as well 

as Baloch students after their protest over 

disappearance of a student turned violent. 

Justice said, “It appears from the contents of 

the FIR that, prima facie, excessive force 

was used to disperse the students and uproot 

their camp despite peacefully protesting for 

several days.” He added that authorities may 

be held accountable for ignoring the voice 

and grievances of the peacefully protesting 

students and treating them not in accordance 

with law the authorities. The FIR against 

Imaan Zainab Mazari is likely to be 

quashed, the justice pointed out. (Malik 

Asad, “FIR against Baloch students, rights 

activist Imaan Mazari liable to be quashed: 

IHC,” Dawn, 8 March 2022) 

 

 

ON INDIA 

NSA questions India’s ability to handle 

sensitive technology 

On 11 March, NSA Moeed Yusuf 

questioned India’s ability to handle sensitive 

technology following the missile accident. 

In a series of posts via Twitter he said that 

India had more than two days to accept that 

"this was their missile launched ostensibly 

due to a technical malfunction during 

maintenance," adding, "This raises serious 

questions about India’s ability to handle 

such sensitive technology. This missile 

travelled close to the path of international 

and domestic commercial airlines and 

threatened the safety of civilians." Further, 

he said, "In a nuclear environment, such 

callousness and ineptitude raises questions 

about the safety and security of Indian 

weapon systems." (“NSA Yusuf questions 

India's ability to handle sensitive technology 

after missile accident,” Dawn, 12 March 

2022) 

 

'India to explain what happened in Mian 

Channu,' says DG ISPR 

On 10 March, Inter-Services Public 

Relations (ISPR) Director General Maj Gen 

Babar Iftikhar alleged that an Indian "high 

speed flying object" fell in Mian Channu, 

Khanewal district on 9 March, adding, "It 

was a supersonic flying object, most 

probably a missile, but it was certainly 

unarmed." Further, he said, "Whatever 

caused this incident to happen, it is for the 

Indians to explain. It, nevertheless, shows 

their disregard for aviation safety and 

reflects very poorly on their technological 

prowess and procedural efficiency." (“'India 

to explain what happened in Mian Channu,' 

says DG ISPR after Indian projectile falls in 

Pakistan,” Dawn, 11 March 2022) 
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